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unior r r o m
ELECTION MONDAY
Balloting for the Hood Achieve
ment Prize will take place next
Monday under T Hall Arch and
will run in conjunction with the
Junior Prom Queen election. The
polls will be open from 8 until 3
o’clock.
The Hood Achievement Prize
is a medal which is awarded
annually to that member of the
senior class whom the members of
the three upper classes choose as
giving the greatest promise of be
coming a worthy factor in the out
side world through his character,
scholarship, physical qualifications,
personal popularity, leadership and
usefulness as a man among men.

Summer Registration
Closes Tomorrow

Discuss Vital Subjects
At Univ. of Conn. Affair

Melba McKay and Betty Lucey rep
resented the University of New
Hampshire at a meeting of Women’s
Student Government Associations of
coeducational colleges and universi
ties of New England held on March 19
and 20 at the University of Connecti
cut. Theme of the meeting was “W ar
time Problems of Student Govern
ment.”
Vital Subjects Discussed
On Friday, the program consisted
of registration, a buffet supper, and a
social hour. Discussion groups started
on Saturday morning and were led by
Frances Sheeny, of the University of
Maine; Edna McLain, Rhode Island
State College, and Shirley Needham,
University of Vermont. Topics inclu
ded “Campus Morale Today,” “The
Accelerated Program,” and “Student
Government Influence on College
Problems.” These particular subjects
were very timely and proved to be
of much interest to the entire group.
Saturday evening, a banquet was held
at the University Grill with Miss Alice
Reid, president of the committee, act
ing as toastmistress. The conference I
came to a close on Sunday morning
with a community breakfast.
Many Present
Representatives were present from
the University of Maine, University ’ f '
Vermont, Rhode Island State College,
Middlebury College, Massachusetts
State College, Colby College, Bates
College, University of Connecticut,
and University of New Hampshire.

R. Adams, A. Hodgekins,
L. Johnson, E. Abbott,
Newly Elected Officers

Smith, Chairman of the orchestra
committee for the Junior Prom. The
Prom, probably the last “big” affair in
the career of the students now at the
University of New Hampshire, will
be held Friday evening, April 16, from
8:30 to 1:30, in New Hampshire Hall.
The Allen band has had one of the
most meteoric rises to fame of any of
our current bands. The maestro, Bob
Allen, was vocalist for several years
with Hal Kemp, having been dis
covered by Ben Bernie. When Hal
Kemp died, Bob left the organization
and started planning an orchestra of
his own, arranging for an opening job
instead of organizing and rehearsing
the band first.

Leslie Ireland, prominent member of
the junior class, was elected President
of the Women’s Athletic Association
in the elections held last Wednesday,
Mr. Joseph E. Batchelder, who has
Thursday, and Friday at New Hamp
charge of the handling and filing of
shire Hall. Rachel Adams was elected
absence slips says that the new “cut”
secretary, Anne Hodgekins, treasurer;
system is definitely functioning. Al
Louise Johnson, “Rec” Manager; and
though no actual comparison has been
Elinor Abbott, publicity director.
made in specific figures, it seems quite
There was a tie between Betty Durevident that students are attending
fee and Peggy Garran for the office of
classes more regularly than before the
vice-president. Re-voting for this po
recent tightening up of the rules.
sition will take place tomorrow, Thurs
Reports of the previous days’ ab Tomorrow, April 1, will be the last day from 9 to 12 and 1 to 3 at T-Hall.
sences are turned in to the varous day that students may fill out a preli Leslie is a senior member of WomBOB ALLEN
Breaks Records
deans, who, in turn, pass them on to minary summer school registration
(continued on page 3)
He
opened
in Buckeye, Ohio, and
Mr. Bachelder. He takes them and form. This form must be made in con
was
released
after
a month’s engage
checks against the excuses filed in the sultation with the student’s present ad
ment so that he could fill an engage
registrar’s office. Then those students viser, and this along with accompany
ment at the Rosemont in New York.
who do not have an excuse for an ab ing roll cards, should be deposited with
Breaking every record established by
sence from a class are called in for an him. Although there are some students
bands, including Woody Herman,
explanation. A record is kept of the who are not planning to attend the
More ,cash poured into the coffers Bobby Byrnes, Johnny Long and Son
accumulative absences and an imme summer session, a form must be made
of the Stamp Drive Fund this week as ny Dunham, and every one night
diate check is made of those students out by tl^em indicating thereon just
students exchanged some $200 in ex stand record except those held by
who are on scholastic probation.
what they do plan for the summer.
change
for an equal amount of war Jimmy Dorsey and Glenn Miller, he
If a student is repeatedly absent from Students wishing to attend a June
stayed at the Rosemont for four
classes for no orthodox reason, he is Inter-Session should register for any The Boston Office of Civilian De- stamps.
months and then moved, in December,
referred to the Committee on Scholas courses they would like to take. Since: fense representatives announced Tues- Results fo rthe week show Bickford over
to the Roseland on Broadway,
tic Standing. This committee, which only those courses will be offered for• day afternoon that the Durham De- House and Sigma Beta, each with broadcasting
over NBC five nights a
100%,
leading
the
women’s
and
men’s
is composed of all the deans, now which there is suffiffiicient demand,, fense Patrol had demonstrated an
week.
meets once almost every week where students should be sure to register for• efficient rural air raid system, that quarters respectively.
as it used to meet only once a semes courses they actually plan to partici they were sold on the idea, and that Other tabulations are as follows: Featured with the Bob Allen band
are vocalist Dottie Reid and pianistter. If the committee deems it neces pate in.
they were taking it to Washington for For girls—Grant House with an 85 arranger,
Mooney, also of the
sary, a student can be put on scholas Many Naval Reservists have in official recognition.
percentage was the only other girl’s Hal KempHarold
outfit.
tic or disciplinary probation. This quired about registering. It is impor Yesterday The Durham Defense dormitory which made a good show
means he must be excluded from all tant that they know, therefore, that Patrol administrated the first day time ing. For men — Men’s fraternities The other committees, under the
extra-curricular activities and must at they should register o n ly on the as air raid test using- mutual aid, a pool showed an increase over last week’s general chairmanship of “Boo’ Mortend all of his classes. Any violation of sumption that they will be allowed to in which men trained as wardens, fire contributions, Sigma Beta having com, are working their hardest to
these terms can mean expulsion from continue here. In case there are any men, policemen, and rescue men are 100%; SAE 93%, and TK E 91%. So make this Prom reach the level of all
a certain course or even from the changes in their military status, re prepared to step into any post vacant rorities—Alpha Xi Delta continued its that have gone before despite wartime
university.
adjustments will be made as forced by in the community during a day time good work by turning in another full conditions.
Naval orders.
air raid. The efficiency of this system quota - 100%. Phi Mu was a close sec Melba McKay and her committee
was shown to Regional Director Jo ond with 93%. Men’s Dorms— Com on decorations promise that New
seph M. Loughlin, Chief of Civilian de mons, at 55%, led the rather meagre Hampshire Hall will look its best,
despite the fact that the Blood Donor
fense in New England; to Colonel take of the masculine hangouts.
Unit will be operating until late the
Ralph C. Bishop, representing Major
afternoon of the Prom.
General Ulysses S. Grant III, chief of
Tickets which will be $3.30 per
protection, Washington OCD; to
couple, will go on sale next week.
Colonel Howard Robbins, chief of pro
tection, regional OCD; and to Major
Thomas Donnelly, chief of training,
Junior Pram Queen
Regional OC Division.
The Mobile Blood Donor Unit of Candidates Announced
Pool Effective
the
Boston chapter of the American Ten pretty junior girls will vie for
Lyman Bachelder, head of the Dur
Cross will be in Durham the week the position of junior prom queen to
ham Red Cross, originated the idea of Red
of
April
12 to receive one pint of blood preside over the coming gala affair.
a local pool and presented it to the from those
registered for The list of candidates released here for
Durham Defense Patrol. They having appointments.whoThehave
process
is painless, the first time was selected at a meet
demonstrated the effectiveness of its simple and safe. The Red Cross
asks ing of the committee in charge last
operation are anxiously awaiting word the
night.
donors
to
cooperate
on
the
follow
from Washington.
ing
requirements:
Voting for the queen will take place
At 2:11 the Blue signal sounded.
Soon after girls in blue shorts from 1. Age: Donors are accepted be next Monday, April 5, at the voting
under T-Hall Arch. Polls will
the physical education classes filed by tween the ages of 18 and 60. Minors booth
be
open
from 8 A. M. until 3 P. M.,
18,
19
and
20
must
have
written
per
threes to cadence count, directed by
the election to be supervised by Stu
Margaret Hoban, to James Hall, a mission of parent or guardian.
three-story air raid shelter. They 2. Women donors: Should wear dent Council.
moved quickly and quietly to their loose sleeved or short sleeved dresses. Following is a list of the candidates:
places. Durham streets cleaned except 3. The simple but specific medical Jane Browning, Alice Cowgill, Connie
,for the air raid wardens posted at ev tests given to each individual before Estes, Clara Knight, Ruth Linscott,
ery corner, and the assisting universi going through the donation (medical Claire Langley, Melba McKay, Dinty
ty police Near Conant advanced R. O. history, hemoglobin, temperature, Moore, Connie Salta and Ethel SteigT. C. men instructed by Major Gage pulse, blood pressure, serve as safe man.
prepared to operate a 40 Millimeter guards fo rthe donors. Only donors
anti aircraft gun.
in normal health are accepted.
4. Donors must not eat for 4 hours
Casualties Reported
The 2:30' train from Boston smoked before their appointment. Black coffee,
out of Durham, and a lone passenger clear tea, or fruit juices permissable.
proceeded to the nearest shelter. The Absolutely NO milk, cream, butter, or
2:27 sounded the Red. Mainstreet be fats of any kind. If these instructions Tin cans, silk and nylon stockings
tween the ’Commons and Hamilton are not followed, the donor’s blood will are still needed by the Government for
Students Escape Injury Smith library became a bomb-crater, be unsuitable for use.
war uses. Fraternity- and sorority
automobiles were required to de There is a desperate need for this houses using canned goods should
In Recent Bus Accident and
tour. Casualties were reported, one plasma at the various fronts. The Ar rinse out the empty cans, take out the
About fifteen university students from the corner of Gorham’s pharma my and Navy are anxious to fill this bottom,
and put them in a box.
narrowly missed serious injury last cy, an internal injury, another a third need because of the marked decrease The cans,flatten
thus
treated,
be collected
Saturday when the bus on which they degree burn. An ambulance, actually in mortalities where plasma has been every other Thursday ifwill
left
of
were travelling hit a soft shoulder on a station wagon rushed up to carry available. Your job and our job is to the house. The collections inwillfrontstart
the bend of the road north of Dur away the injured. Fire burst out on make it available to all units on land April 8. Students, having tin cans in
ham and careened into the adjacent Dover Point Roard, and the Durham and sea.
the dormitories should follow the same
area.
fire engines roared to suppress the
procedure
and leave their cans at
The bus plying between here and flames. At 3:27 rang the All-Clear.
Rands,
Hams
or the First National
Concord was approaching a narrow Soon Durham resumed its normal Congreve South Has
any
time
during
the day.
turn when two lumber trucks appeared appearance and students and faculty Gala Spring Dance
Girls,
if
you
have
silk
from the opposite direction. The bus went on their way to classes and to “Joe College” came to campus Sat or nylon hosiery, washanyit discarded
out
and
leave
swerved to one side, hit the soft work as before.
urday night at the dance in Congreve it at Mrs. French’s. The threads in
shoulder, grazed a telephone pole and
Comments Favorable
South. Some fifty couples, among both pure silk and nylon stockings are
went into the field.
Comments from the visiting officials 'thefri several campus visitors, made used for powder bags and for para
All of the windows were broken, were favorable. “This is an example of
appearance throughout the eve chutes.
but there was no flying glass. None how a force can be adjusted to meet their
ning
to
dance to the vie music and join
of the passengers were injured.
sm all town needs,” approved Colonel in the fun. Gay posters and college Edgar Allen Poe’s
Bishop. Colonel Robbins felt that the banners decorated the walls while stuf
EXAM NOTICE
raid was “highly successful, tha-t it fed animals completed the Joe College Story Is Broadcast
Examination for Navy V-12 or had worked completely.” Mr. Lough theme. Nine o’clock brought refresh Edgar Allan Poe’s gripping story
Army A-12 will begin promptly lin supplimented their opinions, “This ments—huge
of Pepsi-cola and “The Fall of the House of Usher” was
at 9, not 9.07. May require excuses might serve as a pattern for non-urban pretzels. Thebottles
credit
goes to Minty broadcast this afternoon at 4:30 in one
from previous class. No other areas throughout the world and be Wentzell, Congreve’s social
chairman, of Mike and Dial’s finest productions
exams will be given for 6 months. come adaptable for urban areas.”
and her committee.
of the year.

Students Are Heeding
Warning Issued at Convo

McKay, Lucey Attend
Women’s Student
Government Meeting

Leslie Ireland New NEW BAND OF FORMER KEMP
President of W.A.A. VOCALIST HAD METORIC RISE
BOB A LLEN AND H IS OR
CHESTRA! That’s the big news this
In Recent Election
week as announced by G. Murray

Scheier Pottery will
Be Shown at Concord

Tin Cans and Nylons
Needed for War Uses
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LETTERS TOTHE EDITOR

S. C. M. NEWS

A deputation was run this weekend
to
Union and Wolfeboro. Students
To the editor:
who
participated in it were Shirley
If we are to produce anything new
Published weekly on Wednesday throughout the school year by the students of the University
Kimball,
Frances Smith, Dick Abell
or better from this effort, it certainly
the dance. . . . Brother Greenleaf and Bud Prescott. The Reverend Rob
° f EnteTedI a r PsSehcond class matter at the post office at Durham, New Hampshire u n d e r th e a ct must arise from those who have done Theta Chi: Last weekend Cpl. Carl
for mailing at special rate of postage provided for m section 1103,
Nason visited the brothers prior to Pickard, having graduated in Feb ert James accompanied them.
of March 3, 1879. Accepted
____________________ most to provide for it. The people are
act of October 8, 1917. Authorized September 1, 1918.
his entrance into Officers’ Training ruary, leaves this Thursday for act W e would like to call the attention
BU SIN E SS OFFICE
fighting this war and it must be they school . . . Bill Prince of Norwich ive duty with the 87th regiment, the of the students to the group of lectures
EDITORIAL OFFICE
Room 308 — Ballard Hall
Telephone 289-M
Room 306, 307 — Ballard Hall
who benefit by its peace. The war must and Dave Newell of New Hampton mountain troopers. . . Brother Gene being sponsored by the Church on the
not produce an “American Century.” were also guests at the House . . . Leaver spent the weekend in Boston subject of Post-W ar Reconstruction.
Member
It must have the opposite effect of in Brother Bob Newell pinned Margie attending lectures and visiting exhi The meetings are held on Wednesday
National Advertising Service, Inc. ternational
Associated Golle6iate Press
cooperation. Autocracy in W are last week . . . Brother Charles bits on Brazilian architecture at the evening at 7:30 in the community
College Publishers Representative
Distributor of
in anything Clark expects to hear wedding bells Museum of Fine Arts. . . Brother room. The speakers are men who are
420 M a d i s o n A v e .
N e w Y o r k . N .Y . schools, in government,
Chicago • Boston • Los Angeles • San Francisco responsible to
the
people,
must be in the near future. . . . When Dave Dick Emery went through final de
Golleftiaie Di6est
prepared in their subject and who
rooted out. If the people take up their Chase returned from the North gree Tuesday night and is now a full well
are
willing
Charter Member of the Mew England Intercollegiate
rights and use them to state opinion Conway Hospital, where he was re member. . . . Brother Wally Platt is discussions. to answer questions or lead
Newspaper Association
and influence position, they will have covering from a broken leg, he was now a member of Phi Sigma, Hon Those of you who met the Reyerend
Published by Printing Department, University of New Hampshire.
the power and the democracy which
at the station with a horse orary Biological Society. . . The Paul McClanahan during the Embassy
was and is rightfully theirs. W hy greeted
House extends its sympathy to will be pleased to hear that he will be
less
wagon.
DURHAM, N. H., MARCH 31, 1943
should one or two large newspaper
Brother John Baker who is at home
campus this coming weekend and
to take an example, in furnish Alpha Xi Delta: A surprise shower attending the funeral of his grand on
that
he will lead the Sunday Evening
EDITOR .................................................................................. ...... Thomas O’Donnell chains,
B U S IN E S S MANAGER ................................................................. Dorothy Parker ing information of the world for the was given for Hale Crosby, shortly mother. . . Brother Nick Kischitz be Fellowship meeting which will be held
people, so deny and control it? So after the spring recess. . . . Norma came Marble Champion of Sigma at the Scott Hall living room. All stu
EDITORIAL BOARD
BUSINESS BOARD
much so that the people no longer re Murchie is wearing H arry Lucas’ Beta last weekend when he took dents are urged to attend these meet
ceive the benefit that is their right. Phi Delta Upsilon pin. . . . Phyllis Brother Ed Mackel, former cham ings which are held from 6:30-8:00,
Associate Editor . . . . Clara Knight
Managing Editor ............. Phil Peters Advertising Mgr........... Dorothy Parker Representatives who have nothing to Taggart has been pinned by ATO’s pion. . . . Brother Don Lang, ’45, and which offer an opportunity for
Barbara Shepard
gain except the good for the people Spud Murphy. . . . Judy Austin is returned to the house last week for
Sports Editor ......... D. E. McPherson Subscription Mgr. .... Madeline Farmer will not deny or censor because they now wearing Fred Wilson’s SAE a visit, before entering the armed discussion and worship.
News Editor ............. Sallie S. Smith
pin. . . . Ruth Linscott has been in services. . . Joe McNamara, a broth
are the people.
Marilyn Whitcomb Board Secretary ......... Estelle Dutton
an out of Hood House during the er of Ray McNamara, and student at THE ARMED SERVICES
Pvt.
Philip
Whitney
Marion Gorman
past week, with flu and measles. .
Hebron Academy was a weekend
Business
Assistsnts
Congratulations to Barbie Ellis, the guest of the House. . . Brother Gene Raymond G. Chase, Pi Kappa Aipha
Mary Lou Cole, Marylin Cressy, Eleanor McHugh, Norma O’Dowd, Elsie Deming, Madeline To the editor:
elected president of the Psy Leaver announces that the “Shield,” and W alter Stiles, formerly U. N. H.
McKinnon, Howard Banister, Ann Williams, Joe Miller, Priscilla Barnard.
Would it be too impertinent of a newly
chology
Club. . . . Alice Cowgill is the semi-annual magazine of Sigma students were graduated on March 25,
member of the senior class to ask what on the program
News
Reporters
committee of the Beta, is gradually taking shape for from the Army Air Forces Advanced
Richard Carpenter, David Oliphant, Ann Haskell, Evelyn Laraba, Jean^Currie, Morns plans the class officers have made for
Flying School, Napier Field, Dothan,
Gozonsky, Anna Karanikas, Hope Salta, Barbara Hayden, Jean Morrison, Betty Jo Weaver.
Psychology
Club.
.
. . The house has its spring edition.
the disposal of the money which has had an unbroken 100%
Alabama, and were sworn in as second
record
so
far
accumulate in the treasury of the class during the stamp drive. . . . Several Phi Alpha: New officers of Phi A1 lieutenants. Stiles is the son of Mrs.
during the last four years?
are: Pres. Jack Roberts; Vice Ella Stiles, 16 Oak St., Exeter, N. H.
Student Leaders
the girls went to Boston this last pha
As the semester is rapidly drawing of
Pres_. Eli Baker; Secretary, Merrill Chase, the son of Mrs. Charles W.
weekend.
.
.
.
Flora
Kimball
spent
For the past couple of years we have noticed a growing animosity to to a close and as any idea of class par
Feldman; Treasury, Ezekiel Booth Chase of Seabrook, attended Arnesweekend in New York City. .
those who are designated by the title ‘‘student leaders. In most cases the ties seems to have been squelched by the
Jr., Sargeant at Arms, George bury, Mass., High School before com
Sally
Shaw
’41
was
married
recently
individuals are well-liked and respected undergraduates but the appella the administration (or has it?) one to Robert LaPlante ’38, in Orlando, Brown; House Manager, Ed Celt. ing to U. N. H. Both entered the
what is to become of the
new Kings are Frank Cohen armed services last spring.
tion has been bandied about so much in various places that it often reflects wonders
. . . The terrace is officially The
approximately thousand dollars which Florida.
and
Jerry
. . New members
x * * *
on those to whom it applies. We have seen many cases of this change in should be in the treasury at this time. open for the pre-season tanning. . . . living at theMargil.
house are: Irving Mor James E. Steele, formerly class of
Peggy
Newton’s
sister
was
a
guest
attitude of the student body to an individual Once he assumes a position Would it be out of order to suggest over the weekend. . . . Shirley Kim rison, Norman Samel Frank Cohen, ’45, is now at the University of Pitts
that part of the funds in the treasury
to which that title applies.
Margil, Harold Barg and burg, where he is taking a course of
spent the weekend in Wolfeboro Jerry
Ralph
Paresky. . . . Robert Fischei instruction prior to his appointment as
The “student leader” idea always conjures up in our mind the picture be used to pay for the rental of the ball
a deputations trip. . . . Ethel also became
gowns to be worn by seniors on
a member last week. . an Aviation Cadet in the Army Forces
of a be-swreatered figure haranguing a group of students, or leading them atcapstheandconvocation
Steigmann
and
Melba
McKay
are
on
May
6.
New
pledges
are: Joe Glynn, W ar Flying Training Command. He is
members of the junior prom com ren Robbins and
in a body to right some wrong or to protest some action taken. This atti
Bud Hartman. . . . from Kennebunk, Maine, and a mem
Class
of
’43
mittee
.
Alpha
Xi
Delta
won
the
tude of ours, of course, has been moulded by those college movies that we
Brothers
and
pledges
who left re-- ber of Alpha Gamma Rho.
Philip E. Smart
inter-sorority bridge ^ournament.
have seen, but it is present.
cently for the services are: Moe and
* * * *
Members
of
the
house
team
were
Gozonsky, Lou Geller, Art CaptainWilliam S. Slater, Jr., class
During our brief stay on campus, it seems to us that there is a scar
Florence Fletcher, Alison Teel, and Charles
Michaels, Herb Gorfinkle, Lou of ’40, has completed his preflight pilot
city of such characters here. Instead we apply the term to those who hold
Flora Kimball.
Katze, Ira Koener, and Bernie Ro
campus positions.
Kappa Sigma: Kappa Sigma com senblatt. . . . Saturday night, seniors training at the San Antonio Aviation
We believe the term “leader” to be a misnamer for many of these,
pleted a successful season in the in Jack Roberts, Irving Karelis, Sam Cadet Center. His home is in New
although, a few probably might be called such. For the most part, how
tramural basketball league by de Askanazy, Howard Borr, and Meyer Haven, Conn.
feating all opponents for the Intra Satzow were guests of the sopho
ever, they have been selected, due to personal popularity, campus politics, Meet with Heads of 500
mural Championship. Black Jack mores at the Annual Senior Ban Mazel and Crystal Lang of Harvard,
or occassionally as the lesser of two evils. On the whole they are a good
Grady’s challenge did not go un quet. For the first time the banquet Jack Evans of N.Y.U. and Larry
Colleges
and
Universities
cross section of the under graduate body. But only that. Not “leaders
answered
the Kappa Sigmas de was held at the house and proved Bernstein, who recently graduated
Dr. Northby, assistant to the presi feated the asundeafeated
For we know that some who are leaders in the real sense of the word dent,
Coast Ar
and
Dean
Hitchcock,
Engineer
successful. . . Guests at the from Tufts and now attending N.Y.
those who influence others, who earn the respect of those within their ing, attended a meeting of the heads tillery five to the tune of 40 to 34. . . very
house
over the weekend were: Phil U. Medical School.
sphere, and who often shape policies that are later followed by the “lead of universities and colleges of New Pledge Jack Stewart was initiated
into
the
house
last
Tuesday.
.
.
Hell
ers,” are not holders of campus positions.
England in Boston on March 10’. The
begins the twenty-ninth of
Then, too, this “student leader” business has somehow or other be purpose of the meeting was to discuss week
March, and because of the war situa
the
Army
Specialized
Training
Pro
come associated with the idea'"of administration “stooges”. A charge gram and to clear up any problems tion, it will not be too colorful an
that does not bear too close inspection, but which is rather prevalent. that have come up since the revision of affair. Everything will be held in
There seems to be an intangible relationship between the word “leaders” this program. At the present time the doors the entire week. . . . On the
as applied to students, and the administration who are the leaders.
University of New Hampshire is being fifth of March we received a letter
Lieut. Charles Costanzo ’42,
And it is hard sometimes to accept the term “leaders” for a fellow or considered for basic and advanced en from
who is somewhere in North Africa.
gineering
training,
and
pre-medical
girl with whom one comes in close contact daily, and whose faults and
His letter included clippings from an
training.
failings are well known.
army paper of the University of
Goes To Washington
The student body recognizes those with outstanding qualities. They Following this conference, Dean New Hampshire Coeds conditioning
don’t have to be told who is a leader. They know enough to separate Hitchcock went to Washington, D. C., classes. Lieut. Costanza also re
on March 18, to attend a meeting of ceived the Airmen’s Flying Medal. . .
the real from the phoney.
the
Administrative Officers of En The Vic dance Saturday night was
So we’re suggesting a slight change. Let’s call those holding posi gineering
Colleges and representatives very successful. It was a “hobo”
tions student representatives. Here is a word that implies that the person of the Army,
Selective Service affair, and many colorful costumes
holding office is still one of the group, and is responsible to it. With it Board, and the Navy,
United States Office of induced a gala atmosphere. . . Mr.
also goes the idea that there is another election around the corner, where Education. As before, the purpose was and Mrs. Hauslien were chaperons. .
The following brothers and pledges
the situation can be remedied if the representative does not measure up. to discuss problems connected with were
sworn into the Naval Reserve
the Army and Navy specialized pro
grams for enlisted men. Some 500 last week: Ken Pinkero, Ed Parker,
apprbved colleges and universities Choby Rhines, Butch Marois, Ed
Ouellette, Dick Smith, Bob W atters,
were represented.
and
Buck Benson. . . K. V. Dey was
The object of the engineering pro
gram is to give the men an engineer sworn into the Marines. . . Brother
ing training for service in the Army or Dick Cochran received the SyrnNavy.
are being assigned to monds-Craig award for the brother
The
Red
Cross
flag
flies
at
Presi
Army and Navy Exams dent Engelhardt’s house Monday and schoolsStudents
as men who are in contributing the most to the house. .
Will Begin Here April 2 Thursday each week when the women terested asandrapidly
can meet the qualifica Carmen Raganese came up for the
weekend. He expects to be called in
All men students between the ages of Durham gather to roll bandages and tions can be found.
to the Army Air Corps shortly. . . .
surgical
dressings
for
the
Red
Cross.
Assignments
Not
Complete
of 17 and 22, who are not members of
W
alt Howland was also here on
One of the most important ways in The Navy has already assigned
the Army Enlisted Reserve Corps, the which
leave from Fort Devens.
American
women
can
aid
the
Naval Reserves, or the Marine Corps war effort, the semi-weekly sessions many men to institutions while the
Officer Candidate Class, may now qual are faithfully attended by young and Army is just beginning to do so. How Sigma Beta: The weekly vie dance
ever, the Army expects to complete was held last Saturday evening un
ify for the college training program of
the Army and Navy, prior to induction. old alike. A special time has been set assignments on the ASTP within the der the chairmanship of Social
On April 2, between the hours of 9:00 aside for women of the University fac next few months. At present 99 is the Chairman Don Barry. Member of
and staff, who cannot be present highest number of cadets that any one Phi Mu Delta fraternity were guests
and 11:00 A.M., a joint Army and Na ulty
at
the
morning or afternoon school has received. The date of the at the affair. Mrs. Grilk, house moth
vy examination .will be given. Those meetings.regular
Every Thursday evening, arrival
of contingents is somewhat in er at Phi Mu Delta, chaperoned at
who successfully pass this examination
there
is
an
opportunity
for
those
uni
will be certified as potential officer ma versity women who desire to help to definite due to certain problems which
have not yet been solved in connection
terial, and will be so classified upon in come and work.
with the selection of students.
duction to active duty by their draft
There is no uniform that these vol Possible candidates are given I. Q
boards.
All students, who can qualify for unteers wear. Bringing with them a tests first and are then assigned ac
Washington St. --- DOVER
these examinations, are urged to try kerchief and an apron, to keep hair and cording to the results and previous
dirt
away
from
the
bandages,
the
education.
them. Candidates for examinations
W ED., THURS. MAR. 31, APR. 1
DEANNA DURBIN in
may elect service in the Navy and, if women work at folding, rolling and
successful, they will ultimately be as packing bandages to be used at the
THE
AMAZING MRS
war fronts.
signed to the Navy’s V12 program.
For years telephone cables have been spliced in a very
HOLIDAY
Those candidates who desire service Comparable in every way to dona
satisfactory
way. But the solder joint contained 40 per cent
FRI., SAT.
A PR IL 2-3
in the Army are requested to so state tions of blood or money to the Red
war-vital
tin.
CAREFUL, SOFT
their preference on their applications, Cross, the constant effort of groups
So Bell System men devised a new type of joint which
and if successful, they will be classified similar to the Durham chapter is keep
SHOULDER
saves
up to 80 per cent of the solder. A Victory Joint they
ing
the
Red
Cross
supplied
with
sur
in the Army’s new A12 program. In
that spring has come the Out Virginia Bruce - James Ellison
called
it.
this latter program, a candidate does gical dressings for war and civilian ingNow
and
Club is planning to run Mendum’s
not change his military status by try disaster victims.
The
new technique has been adopted throughout the
TENTING
TONIGHT
ON
THE
trips every week. Students are asked
ing the examination. He merely takes
System
with the result that 600,000 pounds of tin and an
OLD
CAMP
GROUND
for
the
use
of
their
cars
occasionally
advantage of the opportunity to deter then be assigned for special training in to help out with the transportation. Johnny Mack
Tex Ritter
even
greater
amount of lead can be saved in a normal year’s
mine in advance of induction, whether some college or university which has Contact Dave Sleeper or Judy Austin I SUN., MON., TUES. APR. 4, 5, 6
construction.
or not he can qualify for the Army been selected for this purpose by the if you have a car which you will share. TARZAN’S TRIUMPH
This is another example of the nation-wide cooperation
Specialized Training Program. The Army.
Posters and the sign-up lists will be J. Weissmuller - F. Gifford
of
Bell System people in fulfilling their ideal—service to the
successful candidates will be supplied Candidates for these examinations posted
Ballard, either on the door W EDNESDAY
A PR IL 7
with a letter which they will retain un who are undecided as to which branch or at theat head
nation
in peace or war.
of the stairs on the sec
TALES
OF
til such $ time as they are called to of the armed forces they prefer, may ond floor. Plans
are
being
made
for
a
duty by their local selective service enter the examination without making barn dance and for at least one more
MANHATTAN
boards. Upon being inducted by his a declaration of their choice.
C. Boyer, R. Hayworth, G. Rogers
spring
program.
ABOUT FACE
local board, the candidate will complete All candidates for these examinations If there is sufficient demand we shall
Joe Sawyer
William Tracy
12 weeks basic indoctrination tPftining, should apply to the Bureau of Appoint
try
to
organize
some
Sunday
hikes.
ments
office
this
week.
and if his record is satisfactory, he will
REPRESEN TED

fo r

n a t io n a l

a d v e r t is in g

GREEK WORLD

by

Hitchcock, Northby
Attend Conferences

May Qualify for
Training Program

Durham Women Are
Helping Red Cross

State Theatre

Outing Club Plans
Trips to Mendums

Tons of
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Infield Candidates to
Be Called This W e e k

M orcom Cops Honors
In Cleveland
Gams First In Vault,
Second In High Jump;
Completes Great Season

Rifle Team Wins
Finishing up a blazing winter cam Eight, Loses Four
paign, Captain Morcom, the W ildcat’s

By D. E. McPherson

Freshman Track

Veteran Karelis Gives
Swasey Only Answer to
Current Mound Problem

The Senate Athletic Committee, at the duty of the Bull to hereby answer. Track Notice: All freshmen who
a recent meeting, voted to express the First of all, a shortage of workers has are interested in running on a Fresh
sincere recognition of the school to cramped the available time for the man track team are requested to con Battery trouble still persists on
the W ildcats’ undefeated Ski Team. evacuation. Another reason and proba tact Coach Paul Sweet at the earliest Coach Henry Swasey’s mind as he at
Yes, our champions of the W inter bly more primary is the fact that when possible date. Air. Sweet has notified tempts to round his baseball team into
one-man track squad, again took the
Clement
High
Man
With
are going to get a little token the army moves in, they would more us that no previous experience at track fast shape before the opening game
eyes of the nation’s sport world with 274.4 Mark, Others Good Sports
of
appreciation
for their remarkable likely want the floor down than up. events is needed by the candidates. He against Maine on the 24th of April.
spectacular success in his recent W est
feats
this
year.
has had Rather than take down the floor now has arranged tentative dates for meets W ith Irving “Shiek“ Karelis, 2-year
The New Hampshire rifle team champions before;Edhe Blood
ern tour.
has
had
unde and put it up again in a very short with nearby high schools, and if All Conference hurler as the mainstay
Although still hampered by an ankle which usually has great success in its feated teams before; but this is the time, it is deemed more advisable to enough interest is shown, more meets of the staff, Swasey is searching for a
injury, the wiry man from Braintree, field, has finished a good season with first year in which Ski Team has both act “laissez-faire.” Of course it will be will be scheduled.
No. 2 ace in the hole. Catching is an
Mass., jumped his way to top-flight eight wins and four losses.
other problem which yet remains for
quite difficult to conduct baseball prac
won
the
I.S.U.
and
also
turned
in
an
performances against the nation s best. At the beginning of the season it unblemished record in every meet. It tices with the floor down yet Coach
the Durham mentor to solve.
After watching the mighty Warmer- was expected that Captain Metcalf was the first time since 1930 that the Swasey has already made arrange
All in all, about fifteen battery men
dam set a new world s record with a would really have a first-class rifle New Hampshire team has won the ments to do so. Coach Paul Sweet
have been working out in the past two
leap of 15’ 8J4” in t h e pole vault at Chi squad, but, all these hopes were blasted coveted I.S.U. trophy. The committee now has his tracksters outside for
weeks, along with a few infielders. The
cago, the New Hampshire comet somewhat by the Army, Navy, and Air agreed to allow the recipients them spring track. The Physical Educational
official call to infield candidates will be
turned on the heat to climb over 14’ Forces taking Hunten, Godfrey, James selves select the “special award.” Af classes will be going outside soon and
issued this week. Outfielders will be
\y2”. Not satisfied with this tie for sec Steele, and Morin, definitely some of ter canvassing the regulars of the Ski in the event of rain, it will be much
called out next week. It will not be
ond, a 6’ 2” high jump earned another the most capable men on the^ team. Team, it was reported that almost un cleaner to conduct the calisthenics on Nine Veterans on Squad; until the second week of April that the
However, the .remaining riflemen animous desire was a ring. This award the floor than on the turf.
will be out of the cage, Swasey
two points.
Mackel Shifted to Attack boys
worked
hard and won twice as many the one which, although tangible,
***
stated.
Using this Chicago Relays meet as a
Coach Tony Dougal of the Wildcats Among the flingers working the
preliminary, he next moved to Cleve games as they lost.
can still be worn by the members of In the last Bull we published
Lacrosse
aggregation this week ex kinks out of their arms in the past
Finish
Fifth
In
League
land where even greater success was in
the Ski Team when they have entered challenge to Kappa Sigma, winners of
store for him in the Cleveland Relays. New Hampshire’s Rifle Team fin the armed services. The ring will be the Intramural playoffs by the Senior pressed the opinion that if he had a week were: Malcolm “Mickey” Mecapable and experienced goalie, he serve, powerful righthander, who has
Here a 6’ 4^4” high jump was again ished fifth in the New England Col somewhat like this: A raised emblem Coast Artillery, undefeated champions would
undoubtedly have one of the fin seen both mound and garden service
good for a second place tie, but this lege Rifle League in a field of thirteen of a downhill skier on a silver surface of the Service League. Coach Bill
est
lacrosse
teams ever seen at the for the Wildcats in the past. He has
time his 14’ pole vault took a first and teams.
at the base of the ring and on either immediately accepted . the challenge
established a new meet record since it The riflemen have been engaged in side and above it will read, “UNH, and arrangements were immediately Durham heights. Other items of in shown great improvement this year,
a post-season firing schedule at the ISU Champ 1943.” Congratulations made for the contests. Last week the terest this week were the reporting of in control, to date, Mickey’s power has
was the first running of the event.
few more men for the squad and the been utilized in the pinch-hitting role
Hampered by the fact that no broad local firing range and this will be the boys, you deserve it.
game was played. The Senior Coast aconversion
of some key men to other more than once by Swasey. Should the
climax
of
the
current
rifle
season.
jump was held in either meet, never
Artillery with their well-known style
***
theless the barefooted boy picked The W ildcat shooters lost to Coast Both University teams entered in of attack jumped to an early lead and less potent positions.
demand for outfielders become acute,
eleven points for two evenings’ work. Guard, Mass. State, Northeastern, and the Portsmouth USO tournament were kept it increasing throughout the first] Tony is having a hard time trying to Mickey could very handily be substi
find a candidate to fill the shoes left tuted in the gardens.
University of Vermont while de
Kolinsky and Capt. Arky Vaughan vacant
These two indoor meets brought to the
eliminated
last
week
in
the
quarter
by the graduation of Patsy Imfeating
Rhode
Island,
Yale,
Harvard,
a close one of the most successful and W . P. I., W entworth, M. I. T., and final round, after, it had been strongly half. With Capt. Black Jack Grady and prota, 3-year
veteran goalie now sta Fred Jervis, another veteran of last
Bob
Joslin
leading
the
attack,
the
Se
highly publicized seasons of any New
suspected that the two Wildcat teams nior Coast Artillery had an eleven- tioned in Africa. Freshman Dick year’s team, now a junior, is also
and Conn.
Hampshire athlete in the recent his Norwich
eyeing for the No. 2 hurling spot. He
Durham’s forces did their best work would enter the final round against point margin at the outset of the third Smith, with past experience at Law pitched
tory of the University. Appearing in against
freshman ball two years ago.
Connecticut when they netted each other. The Naval Reserve team, stanza. At this point in the contest, rence Academy, has been working out A1 Jacobson,
every outstanding indoor meet of the 1387 points
from Manchester, has
this
week
at
the
goal-tending
spot
after
taking
a
three
point
half
time
for their highest of the
Kappa
Sigma
started
another
of
their
season, he many times scored triples season and they
been
shaking
loose
his arm in the past
scored 1380 against lead, was knocked off in the final pe now famous splurges and with Capt. with Dick Sleeper, another freshman, week with colorful form
in his events to establish himself as Yale. Vermont’s boys
in an effort to
and
Sophomore
Clarence
Murphy.
riod
by
the
Marine
Barracks
team,
51
did
the
best
here
Arky
Vaughan
and
Pat
Hinchey
New Hampshire’s main claim to fame
gain
a
position
on
the
Swasey
mound
to 47. Capt. Soc Bobotas lived in hard sparking the terriffic offense they over With a little experience and condition
scoring 1410 points.
in the sports world. Probably no man byClement
staff. Alki Hall from Green Mountain
ing,
it
is
anticipated
that
all
three
of
luck
all
night
as
his
shots
would
hit
of
the
New
Hampshire
in the track world has more color com team was high man for the season with the rim, only to rebound without hit came the deficit and took a two-point these candidates could be developed Junior College is earnestly bidding for
at the middle of the final period. into good players; but the problem recognition as a hurler, also. Swasey
bined with outstanding ability .
ting the bell. At that, Socrates hung lead
a mark of 274.4
Completely
down the Senior that Tony faces is to have one of them has been impressed by his work thus
up 22 pointfe for the game and with a quintet with wearing
fast
breaks
lightning- develop sufficiently well enough be far. Diminutive but determined, Alki
Students at Emory University prefer The season’s final scores—
few breaks could have easily hit 40. like cross court passes, and
Kappa
to call the campus water tank the N. H. 1358 —Coast Guard 1393.
fore the first game against Harvard on threw until it hurt last week and has
Ernie Rangazas played probably one easily \frent on to win the gameSigma
by April
“Bobby Jones Memorial.” The famous N. H. 1349 — Rhode Island 1234.
19. Satisfied with his attack, spent the past few days shaking off a
of
the
finest
defensive
games
ever
wit
seven
points.
The
final
score
reads
40
golfer studied law at Emory in 1927-28. N. H. 1380 — Yale 1267.
nessed at the Portsmouth gym in to 33. Kappa Sigma thus maintained midfield, and defense potentialities, sore arm. His best pitch is a curve. He
N. H. 1387 — Connecticut 1342.
breaking up opponents’ plays and undisputed championship of the entire Tony is after a well-balanced team would be very ineffective as a fireballer it is expected.
Dr. Francis Wilson, associate pro N. H. 1370 — Mass. State 1396.
attacks and setting up offensive plays. Intramural Basketball set-up. Bob Jos with a good goalie.
H. 1370 — Harvard 1366.
Harry Mitiguy, freshman pitcher of
fessor of zoology at Tulane University N.
Big
Ed
Mackel,
veteran
defenseman
The
Service
Reserves
quintet,
sparked
lin
hung
up
16
points
in
the
contest,
H. 1347 — W. P. I. 1224.
last
year, is another candidate. He
collects eels in order to study their N.
by the play of Capt. Bob Wheeler, proving that his selection as first team of terrific repute, has been transferred
H. 1358 — W entworth 1289.
looked good against Northeastern
embryology and life history.
, N.
to
attack.
This
change
was
due,
Tony
likewise
took
a
three
point
half
time
on the Intramural All-Star said, to the fact that with Ed’s scoring Freshmen in his only start last year,
N. H. 1247 — Norheasern 1275.
lead, and lost 41 to 39 in overtime. It forward
team
was
no mistake. Pat Hinchey ran punch always in front court he had and has shown increasing confidence
N. H. 1366 — M. I. T. 1361.
was undoubtedly one of the fastest and lip 18 points
for the winners again, virtually no worry about the attack, with experience. Long John Rowe has
N. H. 1366 — Vermont 1410.
most
thrilling
contests
of
the
entire
N. H. 1366 — Norwich 1344.
leading
the
Kappa
scoring as and also would not leave the defense the potentialities of a fine chucker with
tournament. They played against the he has done so manySigma
times this year. at
Final— Won eight, Lost four.
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
alf weakened because of capable re his sweeping arm and leg motions, but
Dover A.C., a club which is recognized Arky Vaughan likewise
proved that serve
as yet Swasey has made no comment
as one of the foremost aggregations his being made first team guard
W EDNESDAY
MARCH 31
on the The strength.
concerning John. Hank may not retain
first
team
seems
to
be
weeding
in
the
eastern
part
of
the
State.
The
BASEBALL AND LACROSSE
All-Star team wras no haphazard guess itself out gradually. To date, those who any of those boys that he has to de
ONE OF OUR AIR
game
was
nip
and
tuck
from
start
to
by playing his usual .stellar game at look “good” and will probably draw velop because the season is so abbre
SCHEDULE
CRAFT IS MISSING
finish and even after that. The slight guard.
That just about winds up the starting nods are as follows: Defense— viated that he could afford no time to
THE R. A. F. OVER EUROPE
Because of the demand of many of lead that the Service Reserve team had court game
this season and as we Bill Call, Herb Darling, and Will tutor them.
THURS., FRI.
A PR IL 1-2 the readers to again publish the sched- at the half was easily overcome at the put basketballforback
the shelf, know Hastings. All of these men are veter Other competitors for the pitching
ules of the Baseball and Lacrosse ^beginning of the second half but the ing not when it willon ever
SOMETHING TO
be brought ans and have shown themselves to be staff are Ernie Rangazas and Bucky
team for the coming spring, the Sports iead never varied by more than three down again, let us extend our
SHOUT ABOUT
belated
proficient at defending the Wild Edison. Rangazas did a little freshman
Don Ameche, Jack Oakie, Janet Department hereby complies for your points and the score ended at 39 a- congratulations to Kappa Sigma and quite
cat
goal
and snatching the pill away pitching last year and has gained high
piece.
In
the
overtime
period,
a
basket
convenience:
Blair
to
Coach
Bill
Kolinsky
for
their
fine
from
opponents
or giving them a good school experience at Nashua. Edison,
was made on a breakaway by Stone of brand of championship ball all season.
SATURDAY
^ P R IL 3 Baseball Schedule
shaking
in
an
attempt. Midfield— a transfer from Norwich, played ball
Dover.
For
the
remainder
of
the
threeApr. 24 Maine (2 games) at Orono.
*
*
*
LURE OF THE
Smokey
Kelleher,
Dick Abell, and Ace with the summer team at Durham last
minute overtime period, a never more
Apr. 30 Connecticut at Storrs.
of Durhamites have expressed Parker. Kelleher and Abell are veter year and showed quite a bit of stuff.
ISLANDS
May 1 Rhode Island at Kingston. pressing offense has been seen at theMany
desire of late that there is a definite ans and Parker, was a sensation on last Recapping the pitching situation, it
Margie Hart
Portsmouth. Finally Bob Wheeler
May 4 Northeastern at Boston.
shook his man and was clear under need of a Tennis team on campus. It year’s freshmen team. The all-impor presents a not too bright picture at the
SUNDAY
APRIL 4 May 7 Connecticut at Durham.
neath, took a pass and layed it up. It is the opinion of the Bull that it is tru tant mid-field positions look to be in present. Of course, Karelis will be the
May 8 Rhode Island at Durham.
THE
DESPARADOES
that some of last year’s players very capable hands. Attack—Phil Mar mainstay of the staff, but he cannot do
was
fully 30 seconds before the ball lydo sad
May
11
Northeastern
at
Durham.
Randolph Scott - Glenn Ford
not
have enough interest to start a tin, Ed Mackel, and either Fred Saun all the work. With A1 Dondero having
stopped rolling around the rim. After team with
the support of the physical ders, Bill Kolinsky, or Pepper Pappas. left school, it remains that Swasey will
MON., TUES.
A PR IL 5-6 Lacrosse Schedule
it
stopped
rolling
around
the
rim,
it
Apr. 19 Harvard at Durham.
educational
department.
These too are all veterans. Goalie— simply have to make Meserve, Jervis
ANDY HARDY’S
hesitated another 15 seconds and then
Apr. 24 Tufts at Medford.
***
or Hall as his ace in the hole, since
Dick Sleeper or Clarence Murphy.
rolled
off
the
rim
but
off
on
the
wrong
DOUBLE LIFE
May 1 Springfield at Durham.
these three have had previous college
W
ith
a
majority
of
the
reserves
as
Notice
to
Golf
enthusiasts:
All
those
side as far as Durham was concerned.
M. Rooney, L. Stone, C. Parker
May 8 M.I.T. at Durham.
semi-pro ball warring..
This was the last chance that the interested in taking part in a golf well as nine of the first team’s ten men or Dave
looms as the lone
Wildcat representative had of staying match with Brown University in the veterans, Coach Tony Dougal can well catching Cunning
solution to Swasey. Cunning
near
future
please
contact
Hank
Rapafford
to
wear
a
confident
smile
these
in
the
tournament.
The
Committee
B U Y NOW . . .
has had high school experience behind
chairman in charge of the Tournament sis at Sigma Beta Fraternity. Candi days.
the bat at Medford, but he was used
Student Writers—up to 1942 . ......................... $ .50
dates
will
not
be
given
recognition
af
expressed his sincere gratitude to both
last year at the initial sack on the
U. N. H. Song Books ............ ................................25
of the New Hampshire teams for en ter Saturday. The team will be an in LESLIE IRELAND
freshmen team.
tering and making it a really top flight dependent aggregation. Unless univer
(Continued from page 1)
U. N. H. Plates ...................... .................... 1.00
Fred Charron has been working out
sity
sponship
is
secured,
transporta
tournament.
The
winners
of
the
games
en’s Student Government and co- with the catchers for two weeks aiding
History of New Hampshire . ......................... 2.00
tion
expenses
will
have
to
be
paid
by
both knew afterwards that they had
of the blood donor’s drive. the pitchers in warming up. Charron,
U. N. H. Anthology .............. ......................... 2.00
the individual members. Board and chairman
been in a contest, but good! ! !
is vice-president of Congreve although looking very good behind the
room at Providence, Rhode Island, She
South and has been an active member bat, will in all probability be used in
will be taken care of upon arrival. If of
the ski team for three years. Her the infield. His versatility, however,
the
exursion
is
successful
and
enough
One of the questions of the week
T h e U n iv e r s ity B o o k s to r e
major
is Home Economics and she is can set Swasey’s mind to rest as for a
that has been popped around over and enthusiasm is expressed, three other a member
of the Home Economics relief backstopper. Others working
matches
can
be
arranged,
with
such
over again is “W hen is the basketball
Club.
out for the catcher’s spot were Marfloor going to be taken up for Baseball other teams as Harvard, Amherst, and
Hodgekins
Treasurer
rotte and Di Martino. Marrotte is a
Maine.
at the Field House?” We consider it
Anne Hodgekins, a junior, is presi freshman and Di Martino is a senior.
dent of Smith Hall and therefore, a This week more definite information
member of WSG. She is also organiza concerning the battery situation will
INTRAMURAL PING PONG
There’s No Difference in . .
tion editor of the Granite.
be forthcoming as the pitchers will be
“Tiny” Johnson, a sophomore, is a gin to bear down and burn them in.
Intramural Ping Pong Leagues this
member of Chi Omega sororiety. She
week got underway. Results have so
has been a member of Women’s Stu
far come in very slowly, Chick Justice,
Director of Intramural Activities an Carl Broggi’s Orchestra dent Government since her freshman
GIRLS’
year when she was elected secretary.
nounced.
Will
Furnish
Music
She
is
also
a
member
of
house
council
In the games played and reported
South.
Gulf-stream
thus far, Sigma Beta and Hetzel seem The annual Freshman dance will be at CongreveAdams
Secretary
to be well started on another season held at New Hampshire Hall on Satur
of winning. Hetzel won the Ping Pong day evening, April 3, from 8 to 11:30. Rachel Adams, a freshman, is a
S L A C K S
League last year and Sigma Beta was Music for dancing will be furnished by member of Theta Upsilon. She has
runner-up. Thus far each team has en Carl Broggi and his ten piece orches been active on athletic teams this year
gaged in two games and has emerged tra from Sanford, Me. Broggi plays and was a member of the all-star bas
MANNISHboth sweet and fast music and is well ket ball team.
victorious in both.
Elinor Abbott, new publicity di
throughout New England.
TAILORED!
Chick Justice would greatly appre known
rector,
is
a
member
of
Alpha
Chi
Ome
Decorations
will
be
kept
at
a
mini
ciate it if the House Managers would mum this year in order to comply with ga. She is a member of house council
turn in results within twenty four the request of the Student Affairs com at Congreve North and has been active
$
hours of the contests. If the House mittee. However, the dance will be on basketball teams this year.
Managers cannot manage to get to the informal and in the form of a sports At a joint meeting of the old and
Field House within the allotted time, dance.
new WAA boards to be held next Sun
THE COLLEGE SHOP
they should make sure that the matter Benny Benedict, president of the day night at Miss Evans’ apartment,
Brad Mclntire
is taken care of by another member of Freshman Class, is chairman of the the new officers will formally assume
their duties.
dance committee.
the House, dormitory or team.

Dougal Confident of
Lacrosse Prospects

FRANKLIN

.

OUR GOOD SERVICE

Freshmen Stage
Annual Dance S a t

5.98
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Sixty Candidates O u t C A P I T C L T C C A M P U S C ast and Production S ta ff
O f C u rre n t Dram atic O ffe rin g
WHAT KIND OF COLLEGE CREDIT FOR WAR SERVICE?
W
ASHINGTON—
(ACP)—W
hen
today’s
collegians
come
For Spring Track Team home from the wars to resume their education, they are virtually
(61st Production of Mask and Dagger)
-----------------’K

Four Meet Schedule
Announced for Varsity

Spring track practice here has gotten
underway with 60 hopeful candidates
working out daily under the watch
ful eye of the veteran Coach Paul
Sweet.
Meanwhile Carl Lundholm, director
of physical education and athletics,
has announced a four-meet schedule
for the varsity. One dual mee? has
been scheduled for the junior varsity
and officials are trying to book meets
with nearby high schools for the
freshmen tracksters.
The varsity schedule opens on April
23 at Philadelphia, Pa., with the twoday Penn Relays. On May 1 the Wild
cat cinder-men play hosts to North
eastern in a dual meet at Lewis Field.
On May 8th, the team will compete
in the New England Inter-Collegiate
Amateur Athletic Association meet at
Boston College and, on May 14 and
IS, in the I. C. 4-A meet at New York.
The varsity plays host to Exeter Acad
emy here on April 24.
Candidates for the track teams who
are working out daily include William
Anderson, Albert Baker, Bradley Ba
ker, Robert Baker, Arthur Boyce, Alson Brown, Frank Brown, Carl Carl
son, Steve Chagrasulis, Frank Cram,
Royce Crimmin, Ralph DesRoches,
Philip Dodge, Robert Dowd, William
Driscoll, Silas Dunklee, Alerrill Feld
man, Robert Fischer, Teo Fitandes,
Robert Fetcher, Frank Flynn, Rob
ert Foster, John French, Jonas Glidden, Royal Holmes Bill Johnson,
Donald Johnson, Roger Keller, Rob
ert Joslin, William Keough, Robert
Lange, Allan Lamond, Donald Lamson, Truman Marshall, Pat McLaugh
lin, Ray McNamara, Albert Morcom,
Richard Mullavey, A rthur Murphy,
Robert Neal, Allen Neff, Julius Okolovich, Fred Pelonsky, Ralph Pino,
Earle Quimby, Preston Roberts,
Arthur Sargent, Richard J. Simses,
James Sleeper, Robert Sullivan, Fred
Wakefield, Richard Tower, Wilfred
Weston, Louis Wheeler, Robert
Wheeler, Robert Wieland, and James
Williams.

Scott Hall Holds
First Bridge Party

On Saturday afternoon the girls of
Scott Hall will sponsor a bridge party
for any girls in the dorm who wish
to get up a table. Individual table
prizes will be awarded to the girl with
the highest score. Refreshments con
sisting of ice cream puffs and coffee
will be served.
NOTICE — MEN STUDENTS
B&M Railroad Ready to Start Sun
day Work
Men students who wish to work for
the B. & M. Railroad on Sundays
should report to the Bureau of
Appointments immediately. Mr. Tupper is anxious to employ about 35
boys for Sunday work in the Ports
mouth Yards. Transportation will be
furnished to and from Portsmouth.
Since this work is more highly
specialized than the job in the Law
rence, Massachusetts Yard, Mr. Tupper is very anxious to employ just
those who are willing to work reg
ularly for a number of Sundays in
succession.
Those interested, please report to
the Bureau of Appointments imme
diately and bring your Social Security
certificate 'with you.

I
FRI., SAT.
A PR IL 2-3T
Double Feature Program
Jimmy Lydon - Charlie Smith in j

j

ASH TRAYS NEEDED
The Durham Red Cross is go
ing to furnish three rooms for the
new Naval Hospital which is be
ing built in Portsmouth. At the
present time they are trying to
collect 125 ash trays. Any stu
dents or towns-people having any
extras may leave them with Dick
Daland at the Wildcat. Your co
operation will be greatly appre
ciated.

Swing Your Partner
Popular at N H Hall

’ ..................................-

By S. S. Smith
“Swing your partner to the left
Now don’t you dare to blunder,
Circle around and around and around
And pop the 'lady under.”
T hat’s a familiar sound up at New
Hampshire Hall on Tuesday nights
when members of the faculty and staff
of the University and many towns
people from Durham gather to enjoy
themselves at a rec especially for them.
The whole idea of a rec night for
the faculty started way back in the
days before New Hampshire Hall was
built. At that time, mostly men came
to get in a weekly game of badminton.
Since then the program has grown un
til this year it is a regular course given
by the Extension Division of the Uni
versity. Those who enroll for it pay a
registration fee of 25 cents a semester
but they do not get any credit for it.
And that is one course in the Universi
ty where the instructor does not fill
out those horrible blue attendance slips
every time! Members of the faculty,
of the staff, and Durham residents are
welcome to come any Tuesday night
they feel* like it, or they can stay at
home with a good book if they don’t
feel ambitious.
But ambition is one quality they
need if they do attend. No one could
possibly sit idle very long with bad
minton nets, ping pong tables and
shuffleboard courts ready and waiting
for them. There are even card tables
for those whose game of “Old Maid”
could stand a little improvement. For read m issio n to colleges before long.
about an hour after 7:30 on most
W hen general demobilization comes, the Council says, it will be
nights, people are occupied thusly. Of too late to block another move for “blanket credit.” The battle must
course, some of the ladies might be be won on every campus now.
downstairs in the individuals room
with the “thump and bump” class. HELP WANTED
Miss Evans has charge of the games,
Demand for accounting and auditing assistants has become so
Miss Hoban conducts the thumpers
great
in W ashington that the government will hire any person with
and bumpers, and Mrs. W ooster has
just completed a course in First Aid. two years’ education in accounting at any time and without a
But at 8:30 all the lively souls troop written examination. The pay is $2433 a year, including overtime.
into one half of the gym, and the
There are numerous new opportunities for men and women with
square dancing is ready to begin. Mr. two or more years’ technical education in agriculture, too. Labor
Robert James or Mr. Richard Weaver
bring their stacks of square dance rec atory and field positions are opening in W ashington and throughout
ords, and prepare to instruct, call the the country at $1970 to $2433 a year. There’s no written test for
moves, and assist the wounded from these jobs, either.
the scene of the battle. W hat a work
out! Your correspondent is still puff EDUCATION ELSEWHERE
ing at 2 in the morning. Only those
This business of being a master race isn’t as simple as it looks.
with great endurance stick to it long For instance, you have to acquire a little knowledge to supplement
for the first time, I may say. Nothing inborn superiority before your inferiors notice the difference.- Also,
so simple as a Virginia Reel or a Port
land Fancy, oh no. Such little numbers your mastery may slip away from you and need recreating later on.
Or so it seems from Nazi actions in Poland, reported through
as Pop Goes the Weasel or a waltz
quadrille or simply extemporaneous channels that may not be disclosed for security reasons. There Nazi
dancing where you and your partner officials are undertaking re-education of Polish children of German
have to interpret the caller’s command origin to make them appear superior to the Poles.
the same way and at approximately
As the Nazi governor of the Radom administrative district put
the same time or something drastic
i t : "The Germans in this country must acquire a certain amount of
results.
It was too much for me. After an knowledge in order to appear superior. Although their German an
hour and a half of flying thru the air cestors once came here as superiors, the German spirit must be
with the greatest of ease (and also the created anew. The German children who become Poles must again
greatest of terror,) I picked up my be-educated as Germans.”
shoes which had been discarded rather
because of suicidal leather soles than
from any attempt to conserve my No.
17 coupon longer, and retired from the
fray. I have the deepest admiration
for any person from the faculty, staff,
or fair town of Durham who can take
that and come up smiling the next
Tuesday night.

Lenten Prayers and
Tonight
HENRY ALDRICH, I Devotions
The
regular
Wednesday
night Lent
EDITOR
j en prayers and devotions will
be held

W. G. Hennessy ...................................................................... Director
Wesley Brett ......................................................... Technical Director
Ann Taylor ......... ................................................... Stage Manager
Catherine Guyer ......................................................... Stage Manager
John Gaw ................................................................. Scenic Designer
Elizabeth Lucey .................................. .......................... Head Usher
Martha Woodworth ........................................................... Properties
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
The scene is laid in the living room of the old Brewster home
in Brooklyn, N. Y. Time, the present.
A ct I
A late afternoon in September.
A ct II
Late evening of the same day.
A ct III
Scene 1. Still later, the same night.
Scene 2. Early the next morning.
Scene Construction:
Melverne Olliphant, Richard Horan, Robert Maddock, Joan
Collins, Betty Entwistle, Ann Grant.
Painting:
John Gaw, Ruth Grube, Marion Deveneau, Priscilla Garran,
Ruth Nelson, Mary Alice Thompson, Gene Leaver, Barbara MacKay, Elinor Abbott.
Properties and Costumes:
Martha Woodworth, Norma O’Dowd, Ruth Carens, Eleanor
Bond, Mary Griffin.
Lighting:
George Kelley, Leonard Convel, Ann Gordon-Smith, Ann
Hall, Jane Barton, Marjorie Farwell, Carolyn Folsome, Phyllis
Follansbee.
House and Business Management:
Kenneth Creed, Charles Clark, James Jenkins, Herbert Wuth,
Warren Hay.
OFFICERS OF MASK AND DAGGER
Clayton Smith, President; Jeannette Toohill, Vice-president;
Kenneth Creed, Treasurer; Constance Estes, Secretary; John
Gaw Scenic Director; Richard Horan, Technical Director; Betty
Jo Weaver, Publicity Director; Claire Langley, Music Director;
Dorothy McCready, Properties Director; and Leonard Convel,
Lighting Director.

Ricciardone Elected
President of Sphinx

Sphinx, junior men’s honorary so
ciety, was officially taken over by the
new members of the organization at
last night’s meeting. Ed Kelleher
turned over the gavel to Joe Ricciar
done, TK P, who was installed as the
new president.
Ken Robinson, PDU, was elected
vice-president , Dick Scammon, LCA,
secretary and Ray Downer, PMD, was
chosen for the position of treasurer.

COMPLETE
FURNISHINGS
FOR YOUR ROOM

call on

E. Morrill Furniture Co.
421 Central Ave. - Dover, N. H.

for prices

*■

SATISFACTION
Hangs its hat up for a
long stay when eating
at the

Umversity Diemg Mall

DO VER

N.H .

W EDNESDAY & THURSDAY

tonight in Murkland Auditorium at 7
P. M., with Reverend J. Desmond
O’Connor conducting the services.
Last week’s devotions, the first eve
ning Lenten services for Catholics
here, were attended by a large congre
SUN., MON.
A PR IL 4-5] gation and an even better attendance
is expected for this evening.
Abbott - Costello in
1 Recitation of the rosary, special
prayers and a few brief remarks by
WHO DONE IT?
Father O’Connor will make up the
services.
also Roy Rogers in
SUNSET SERENADE

NOTICE
TUES., W ED.
A PR IL 6-7J On April 20, all sophomores who
members of V, or the Marine
Ralph Richardson - Deborah Kerr I are
Corps wall be required to take an ex
amination administered by the U. S.
THE AVENGER
Navy. Further details will be announcd at a later date.

- THE CAST
As You Meet Them
»
Miss Abby Brewster.............................................. Miss Ann Miller
The Rev. Dr. Harper............................... .............Mr. Paul DeGross
Teddy Brewster................................................Mr. W. G. Hennessy
Officer Brophy ..... .......................... .................. Mr. Daniel Russell
Officer K lein.................................... ,................... Mr. James Doon
Miss Martha Brewster .......................... . Miss Constance Estes
Elaine Harper.....................................................Miss Jane Browning
Mortimer Brewster.......................................... Mr. Clayton Smith
Mr. Gibbs...................................................................... Mr. John Gaw
Jonathan Brew ester.................................... Mr. Joseph Ricciardone
Dr. Hermann Einstein....................... ............Mr. Herman Skofield
Officer O’H ara....................................................... Mr. Charles Judd
Lieutenant Rooney........... ...........,.............................Mr. Ralph Pino
Mr. Witherspoon ................................................... Mr. Willis Kelley
PRODUCTION STAFF

assured of real academic credit for their experience and training in
service.
That idea is not new. Veterans of 1918 got credit when they
came back. But the way American colleges and universities go about
it this time may be new and much better.
At the end of the first World W ar, colleges lavished credit on
students returning from service. It was “blanket credit” then. The
amount depended only on time served under arms or rank at demobi
lization.
Of course such “blanket credit” had nothing to do with educa
tional achievement or competence. Indeed, colleges vied with each
other in the amount of credit granted the returning heroes.
To the veterans, however, this enthusiasm was hardly a boon.
Many were assigned to academic levels beyond their reach and
promptly flunked out. In other cases, there was no adequate recog
nition of increased competence.
When peace comes this time, leading educators are determined,
it’s going to be different.
Service men and women have at least four broad educational
opportunities while in uniform. There are hundreds of technician and
officer candidate schools. Almost half of all enlisted personnel go to
one or another. The Armed Forces Institute, cooperating with 79
colleges and universities, offers off-duty education by correspond
ence. Orientation courses and informal off-duty instruction in camp
recreation programs likewise have marked educational value.
The problem of educators is to appraise such educational ex
perience objectively and to grant credit that does justice to educa
tional standards and competence of the veteran. Machinery to do this
has been blueprinted and approved by important institutions. The plan would work simply. On demobilization, a soldier,
WAAC or other service man or woman would apply to the Armed
Forces Institute for examination and guidance. The Institute would
obtain full information on the person’s record, then test him to meas
ure his educational competence and specialized achievements.
Results would go to the college of his choice with recommenda
tions for placing the student where he belongs.
The idea isn't in operation yet, despite approval of many
colleges, regional accrediting associations and the armed services.
The spectre of chaotic “blanket credit” still haunts responsible edu
cators.
The suggested credit program can become effective only if and
when colleges take individual and group action to make it effective.
The American Council on Education is giving leadership to the drive
to see that the program takes hold before it’s too late. The Council
is plugging for immediate action opposing “blanket credit” and
approving the alternative program which was lacking in 1918.
The issue is being faced on a small scale already, the Council
points out. Casualty cases are being demobilized—in numbers now a
military secret. Chances are many more such cases will be seeking
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RANDOM HARVEST

GREER GARSON — RONALD COLEMAN
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
A PR IL 2-

TENNESSEE JOHNSON

VAN H EFLIN — RUTH HUSSEY
SUN., MON., TUES.
A PRIL 4, 5,

IN WHICH WE SERVE
NOEL COWARD

HELP UNCLE SAM WIN
THE WORLD’S TITLE!
INVEST 107. OF YOUR INCOME
IN WAR BONDS

W EDNESDAY

A PRIL

VARSITY SHOW
FRED W ARING — DICK PO W ELL
MYSTERIOUS DOCTOR
CLYDE COOK — JO HN LODER

